Cooking challenge 6 – a treat to finish.
1. Before you start cooking for this week’s challenge,
please read the safety and hygiene rules below.
2. Read the recipe on page 2 to page 7.
3. Please take an action photo of you cooking and
one of the final product. Keep your photos safe so
I can reward you in September for all your hard
work.
4. Happy cooking.

Butterfly cakes
100g Self-raising flour
100g Caster sugar
100g spread or butter (Clover or a fat which is 60% fat)
1/2 tspn (teaspoon) vanilla extract or 1 tspn vanilla essence
2 Eggs
50g optional ingredients e.g., raisins, apricots, chocolate chips.
8 cup cases or 12 fairy cases

Method
1. An adult must be with you in the kitchen. Hair tied up, if relevant. Wash hands with soap
and hot water. Apron on. Preheat oven to 170 C, Gas Mark 3. Weigh and measure ingredients.

2. Add sugar, spread or butter to the mixing bowl.
3. Sift flour into the mixing bowl. Put the flour in a sieve and keep the hand you are not holding the
sieve in still and bang the sieve against your still hand.
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4. Tap egg with the edge of a dinner knife or a fork or a spoon, as you are less likely to
have egg on your worksurface, if you use this method. Put thumbs in and pull the egg
apart. Smell egg to make sure it does have a horrid smell. Pour this egg into the mixing
bowl with the flour, sugar and butter or spread in it. Repeat for the other egg. Always
crack eggs in an empty bowl or jug, in case the second egg is rotten. If the second egg
was rotten and you put both the eggs together, you would have to bin two eggs instead
of one.

5. Beat with a wooden spoon for 2 minutes until mixture is one colour and one state of
matter (semi solid). You can use an electric mixer or free standing mixer, if carers or parents
agree. If using an electric mixer, mix for 1 minute. Add ½ tspn vanilla extract or 1 tspn of vanilla
essence.

6. Use a tablespoon and teaspoon and place mixture in each cup or fairy case so the case is approx
¾’s full.

7. You can use a tspn to put a dip in the middle of the cup cakes to help prevent them forming a peak.
You may only make 8, depending on the size of your eggs.
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8. Cook for 15 to 22 minutes, depending on your oven, until golden brown and the sponge
springs back like a trampoline.

Butter icing
120g icing sugar
60g spread or butter (Clover or a fat which is 60% fat)
½ to 1 tspn vanilla essence or vanilla extract.
N.B., for butter icing, the general recipe is half butter or spread (fat) to icing sugar.

Method
1. Whilst cakes are cooking, wash up.
2. Put the butter or soft spread and vanilla essence into the bowl and beat for 5 mins using
a mixer or a wooden spoon. Sift half the icing sugar and beat for 3 mins, add the last half of
the sugar and the vanilla essence, beat again for 3 minutes. If a little stiff, add 1 to 2 tbspns
of milk.

3. Completed icing, should be light and fluffy.
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4. Place a cupcake on a chopping board and get a sharp knife. Use the knife to cut out a
circle

5. Cut the small top in half.

5. Insert a tspn of butter icing into the hole. Scrap the butter icing into the hole by using
another tspn, not your finger.

6. Add the wings. Put some icing sugar in a sieve away from your cake and gently tap the sieve
with a tablespoon and a fine sprinkling of icing sugar will be added the cake.

Butterfly cake.

7. If you have a piping bag and your carer or parent say you can use it, put a star nozzle in the bag and if
the bag is plastic you can cut the bag so the nozzle is peeping out. Hold the piping bag so it is upright
and add the icing to the bag.

8. Practise on a chopping board first so you can scrape off and start again. Twist the top of the
piping bag with one hand. Hold the piping bag upright and use the other hand to guide the metal
nozzle. Squeeze the icing bag, push down on the piping bag and pull up quickly to create a star. Add
the wings and some sprinkles by putting the sprinkles in your hand and placing each sprinkle on the
icing.

Butterfly cake
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